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ABSTRACT
For an autonomous agent, executing a poor policy may be costly
or even dangerous. For such agents, it is desirable to determine
confidence interval lower bounds on the performance of any given
policy without executing said policy. Current methods for exact
high confidence off-policy evaluation that use importance sampling
require a substantial amount of data to achieve a tight lower bound.
Existing model-based methods only address the problem in discrete
state spaces. Since exact bounds are intractable for many domains
we trade off strict guarantees of safety for more data-efficient ap-
proximate bounds. In this context, we propose two bootstrapping
off-policy evaluation methods which use learned MDP transition
models in order to estimate lower confidence bounds on policy per-
formance with limited data in both continuous and discrete state
spaces. Since direct use of a model may introduce bias, we derive a
theoretical upper bound on model bias for when the model transition
function is estimated with i.i.d. trajectories. This bound broadens
our understanding of the conditions under which model-based meth-
ods have high bias. Finally, we empirically evaluate our proposed
methods and analyze the settings in which different bootstrapping
off-policy confidence interval methods succeed and fail.
Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
As reinforcement learning (RL) agents find application in the real
world, it will be critical to establish the performance of policies with
high confidence before they are executed. For example, deploying
a poorly performing policy on a manufacturing robot may slow
production or, in the worst case, damage the robot or harm humans
working around it. It is insufficient to have a policy that has a high
off-policy predicted value — we want to specify a lower bound
on the policy’s value that is correct with a pre-determined level
of confidence. This problem is known as the high confidence off-
policy evaluation problem. We propose data-efficient approximate
solutions to this problem.
High confidence off-policy model-based methods require large
amounts of data and are limited to discrete settings [4]. In con-
tinuous settings, current methods for high confidence off-policy
evaluation rely on importance sampling [13] with existing domain
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data [17]. Due to the large variance of importance sampled returns,
these algorithms can require prohibitively large amounts of data to
produce meaningful confidence bounds. The current state-of-the-art
for high confidence off-policy evaluation in discrete and continuous
settings is a concentration inequality tailored to the distribution of
importance sampled returns [17]. Unfortunately, the amount of data
required for tight confidence bounds preclude the use of this method
in data-scarce settings such as robotics.
Instead of exact high confidence, Thomas et al. [18] demonstrated
that approximate bounds obtained by bootstrapping importance
sampled policy returns can improve data-efficiency by an order
of magnitude over concentration inequalities. In this work, we
propose two approximate high confidence off-policy evaluation
methods through the combination of bootstrapping with learned
models of the environment’s transition dynamics. Both methods
are straightforward to implement (though seemingly novel) and
are empirically demonstrated to outperform importance-sampling
methods.
Our first contribution, Model-based Bootstrapping (MB-
BOOTSTRAP), directly combines bootstrapping with learned models
of the environment’s dynamics for off-policy value estimation. Since
MB-BOOTSTRAP uses direct model-based estimates of policy value,
it may exhibit bias in some settings. To characterize these settings,
we derive an upper bound on model bias for models estimated from
arbitrary distributions of trajectories. Our second algorithmic contri-
bution, weighted doubly robust bootstrapping (WDR-BOOTSTRAP),
combines bootstrapping with the recently proposed weighted dou-
bly robust estimator [20] which uses a model to lower the variance
of importance sampling estimators without adding model bias to
the estimate. We empirically evaluate both methods on two high
confidence off-policy evaluation tasks. Our results show these meth-
ods are far more data-efficient than existing importance sampling
based approaches. Finally, we combine theoretical and empirical re-
sults to make specific recommendations about when to use different
off-policy confidence bound methods in practice.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Markov Decision Processes
We formalize our problem as a Markov decision process (MDP)
defined as (S,A, P, r, γ, d0) where S is a set of states, A is a
set of actions, P : S × A × S → [0.1] is a probability mass
function defining a distribution over next states for each state and
action, r : S × A → [0, rmax] is a bounded, non-negative reward
function, γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor, and d0 is a probability
mass function over initial states. An agent samples actions from a
policy, pi : S × A → [0, 1], which is a probability mass function
on A conditioned on the current state. A policy is deterministic if
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pi(a|s) = 1 for only one a in each s.1
A trajectory, H of length L is a state-action history,
S0, A0, . . . , SL−1, AL−1 where S0 ∼ d0, At ∼ pi(·|st), and
St+1 ∼ P (·|St, At). The return of a trajectory is g(H) =∑L−1
t=0 γ
tr(St, At). The policy, pi, and transition dynamics, P ,
induce a distribution over trajectories, ppi . We write H ∼ pi to
denote a trajectory sampled by executing pi (i.e., sampled from
ppi). The expected discounted return of a policy, pi, is defined as
V (pi) := EH∼pi[g(H)].
Given a set of n trajectories, D = {H1, .., Hn}, where Hi ∼
pib for some behavior policy, pib, an evaluation policy, pie, and a
confidence level, δ ∈ [0, 1], we propose two methods to approximate
a confidence lower bound, Vδ(pie), on V (pie) such that Vδ(pie) ≤
V (pie) with probability at least 1− δ.
2.2 Importance Sampling
We define an off-policy estimator as any method for comput-
ing an estimate, V̂ (pie), of V (pie) using trajectories from a sec-
ond policy, pib. Importance sampling (IS) is one such method
[13]. For a trajectory H ∼ pib, where H = S1, A1, . . . , SL, AL,
we define the importance weight up to time t for policy pie as
ρHt :=
∏t
i=0
pie(Ai|Si)
pib(Ai|Si) . Then the IS estimator of V (pie) with a
trajectory, H ∼ pib is defined as IS(pie, H, pib) := g(H)ρHL . A
lower variance version of importance sampling for off-policy eval-
uation is per-decision importance sampling, PDIS(pie, H, pib) :=∑L−1
t=0 r(St, At)ρ
H
t . We overload IS notation to define the batch IS
estimator for a set of n trajectories,D, so that IS(D) := 1
n
∑n
i=1 IS(pie, Hi, pib).
The batch PDIS estimator is defined similarly.
The variance of batch IS estimators can be reduced with weighted
importance sampling (WIS) and per-decision weighted importance
sampling (PDWIS). Define the weighted importance weight up to
time t for the ith trajectory as wHit := ρ
Hi
t /
∑n
j=1 ρ
Hj
t . Then the
WIS estimator is defined as: WIS(D) := ∑ni=1 g(Hi)wHiL . PDWIS
is defined as PDIS with wHit replacing ρ
Hi
t .
Provided the support of pie is a subset of the support of pib, IS
and PDIS are unbiased but potentially high variance estimators. WIS
and PDWIS have less variance than their unweighted counterparts
but introduce bias. When all Hi ∈ D are sampled from the same
policy, pib, WIS and PDWIS introduce a particular form of bias.
Namely, when n = 1, V̂ (pie) is an unbiased estimate of V (pib). As
n increases, the estimate shifts from V (pib) towards V (pie). Thus,
WIS and PDWIS are statistically consistent (i.e., WIS(D)→ V (pie)
as n→∞) [19].
2.3 Bootstrapping
This section gives an overview of bootstrapping [7]. In the next
section we propose bootstrapping with learned models to estimate
confidence intervals for off-policy estimates.
Consider a sample X of n random variables Xi for i = 1, . . . , n,
where we sample Xi i.i.d. from some distribution f . From the
sample, X , we can compute a sample estimate, θˆ of a parameter,
θ such that θˆ = t(X). For example, if θ is the population mean,
then t(X) := 1
n
∑n
i=1Xi. For a finite sample, we would like to
specify the accuracy of θˆ without placing restrictive assumptions
on the sampling distribution of θˆ (e.g., assuming θˆ is distributed
normally). Bootstrapping allows us to estimate the distribution
of θˆ from whence confidence intervals can be derived. Starting
from a sample X = {X1, . . . , Xn}, we create B new samples,
1We define notation for discrete MDPs, however, all results hold
for continuous S andA by replacing summations with integrals and
probability mass functions with probability density functions.
Algorithm 1 Bootstrap Confidence Interval
Input is an evaluation policy pie, a data set of trajectories, D, a
confidence level, δ ∈ [0, 1], and the required number of bootstrap
estimates, B.
input pie, D, pib, δ, B
output 1− δ confidence lower bound on V (pie).
1: for all i ∈ [1, B] do
2: D˜i ← {Hi1, . . . , Hin} where Hij ∼ U(D) // where U is the
uniform distribution
3: V̂i ← Off-PolicyEstimate(pie, D˜i,pib)
4: end for
5: sort({V̂i|i ∈ [1, B]}) // Sort ascending
6: l← bδBc
7: Return V̂l
X˜j = {X˜j1 , . . . , X˜jn}, by sampling X˜ji from a bootstrap distribu-
tion, fˆ . That is, we sample fˆ by independently sampling Xi from
X with replacement. For each X˜j we compute θˆj = t(X˜j). The
distribution of the θˆj approximates the distribution of θˆ which al-
lows us to compute sample confidence bounds. See the work of
Efron [6] for a more detailed introduction to bootstrapping.
While bootstrapping has strong guarantees as n → ∞, boot-
strap confidence intervals lack finite sample guarantees. Using
bootstrapping requires the assumption that the bootstrap distribu-
tion is representative of the distribution of the statistic of interest
which may be false for a finite sample. Therefore, we characterize
bootstrap confidence intervals as “semi-safe" due to this possibly
false assumption. In contrast to lower bounds from concentration
inequalities, bootstrapped lower bounds can be thought of as ap-
proximating the allowable δ error rate instead of upper bounding
it. However, bootstrapping is considered safe enough for high risk
medical predictions and in practice has a well established record of
producing accurate confidence intervals [3]. In the context of policy
evaluation, Thomas et al. [18] established that bootstrap confidence
intervals with WIS can provide accurate lower bounds in the high
confidence off-policy evaluation setting. The primary contribution
of our work is to incorporate off-policy estimators of V that use
models into bootstrapping to decrease the data requirements needed
to produce a tight lower bound.
3. OFF-POLICY BOOTSTRAPPED LOWER
BOUNDS
In this section, we propose model-based and weighted doubly ro-
bust bootstrapping for estimating confidence intervals on off-policy
estimates. First, we present pseudocode for computing a bootstrap
confidence lower bound for any off-policy estimator (Algorithm 1).
Our proposed methods are instantiations of this general algorithm.
We define Off-PolicyEstimate to be any method that takes a
data set of trajectories, D, the policy that generated D, pib, and a
policy, pie, and returns a policy value estimate, V̂ (pie), (i.e., an off-
policy estimator). Algorithm 1 is a Bootstrap Confidence Interval
procedure in which V̂ (pie), as computed by Off-PolicyEstimate, is
the statistic of interest (θˆ in Section 2.3). We give pseudocode for a
bootstrap lower bound. The method is equally applicable to upper
bounds and two-sided intervals.
The bootstrap method we present is the percentile bootstrap for
confidence levels [2]. A more sophisticated bootstrap approach
is Bias Corrected and Accelerated bootstrapping (BCa) which ad-
justs for the skew of the distribution of V̂i. When using IS as
Off-PolicyEstimate, BCa can correct for the heavy upper tailed
distribution of IS returns [18].2
3.1 Direct Model-Based Bootstrapping
We now introduce our first algorithmic contribution—model-
based bootstrapping (MB-BOOTSTRAP). The model-based off-policy
estimator, MB, computes V̂ (pie) by first using all trajectories in D
to build a model M̂ = (S,A, P̂ , r, γ, dˆ0) where P̂ and dˆ0 are
estimated from trajectories sampled i.i.d. from pib.3 Then MB
estimates V̂ (pie) as the average return of trajectories simulated in
M̂ while following pie. Algorithm 1 with the off-policy estimator
MB as Off-PolicyEstimate defines MB-BOOTSTRAP.
If a model can capture the true MDP’s dynamics or generalize
well to unseen parts of the state-action space then MB estimates
can have much lower variance than IS estimates. Thus we expect
less variance in our V̂i estimates in Algorithm 1. However, models
reduce variance at the cost of adding bias to the estimate. Bias in
the MB estimate of V (pie) arises from two sources:
1. When we lack data for a particular (s, a) pair, we must make
assumptions about how to estimate P (·|s, a).
2. If we use function approximation, we assume the model class
from which we select P̂ includes the true transition model, P .
When P is outside the chosen model class then MB(D) can
be biased because MB(D) − V (pie) → b for some constant
b 6= 0 as n→∞.
The first source of bias is dependent on what modeling assump-
tions are made. Using assumptions which lead to more conservative
estimates of V (pie) will, in practice, prevent MB-BOOTSTRAP from
overestimating the lower bound. The second source of bias is more
problematic since even as n → ∞ the bootstrap model estimates
will converge to a different value from V (pie). In the next section we
propose bootstrapping with the recently proposed weighted doubly-
robust estimator in order to obtain data-efficient lower bounds in
settings where model bias may be large. Later we will present a new
theoretical upper bound on model bias when P̂ is learned from a
dataset of i.i.d. trajectories. This bound characterizes MDPs that are
likely to produce high bias estimates.
3.2 Weighted Doubly Robust Bootstrapping
We also propose weighted doubly robust bootstrapping (WDR-
bootstrap) which combines bootstrapping with the recently proposed
WDR off-policy estimator for settings where the MB estimator may
exhibit high bias. The WDR estimator is based on per-decision
weighted importance sampling (PDWIS) but uses a model to reduce
variance in the estimate. The doubly robust (DR) estimator has its
origins in bandit problems [5] but was extended by Jiang and Li [10]
to finite horizon MDPs. Thomas and Brunskill [20] then extended
DR to infinite horizon MDPs and combined it with weighted IS
weights to produce the weighted DR estimator. Given a model and
its state and state-action value functions for pie, vˆpie and qˆpie , the
WDR estimator is defined as:
WDR(D):=PDWIS(D)−
n∑
i=1
L−1∑
t=0
γt(witqˆpie(S
i
t , A
i
t)− wit−1vˆpie(Sit))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Control Variate Term
2 If the WIS estimator is used for Off-PolicyEstimate then Algo-
rithm 1 describes a simplified version of the bootstrapping method
presented by Thomas et al. [18].
3The reward function, r, may be approximated as rˆ. Our theoretical
results assume r is known but our proposed methods are applicable
when this assumption fails to hold.
where w−1 := 1. For WDR, the model value-functions are used as a
control variate on the higher variance PDWIS expectation. The con-
trol variate term has expectation zero and thus WDR is an unbiased
estimator of PDWIS which is a statistically consistent estimator of
V (pie). Intuitively, WDR uses information from error in estimating
the expected return under the model to lower the variance of the
PDWIS return. We refer the reader to Thomas and Brunskill [20]
and Jiang and Li [10] for an in-depth discussion of the WDR and
DR estimators. Since WDR estimates of V (pie) have been shown
to achieve lower mean squared error (MSE) than those of DR in
several domains, we propose WDR-BOOTSTRAP which uses WDR
as Off-PolicyEstimate in Algorithm 1.
Although WDR is biased (since PDWIS is biased), the statistical
consistency property of PDWIS ensures that the bootstrap estimates
of WDR-BOOTSTRAP will converge to the correct estimate as n
increases. Thus it is free of out-of-class model bias as n → ∞.
Empirical results have shown that WDR can acheive lower MSE than
MB in domains where the model converges to an incorrect model
[20]. However, Thomas and Brunskill also demonstrated situations
where the MB evaluation is more efficient at acheiving low MSE
than WDR when the variance of the PDWIS weights is high. We
empirically analyze the trade-offs when using these estimators with
bootstrapping for off-policy confidence bounds.
Note that WDR-BOOTSTRAP has three options for the model used
to estimate the control variate: the model can be provided (for
instance a domain simulator), the model can be estimated with all
of D and this model be used with WDR to compute each V̂i, or
we can build a new model for every bootstrap data set, Di, and
use it to compute WDR for Di. In practice, an a priori model may
be unavailable and it may be computationally expensive to build a
model and find the value function for that model for each bootstrap
data set. Thus, in our experiments, we estimate a single model with
all trajectories in D. We use the value functions of this single model
to compute the WDR estimate for each Di.
4. TRAJECTORY BASED MODEL BIAS
We now present a theoretical upper bound on bias in the model-
based estimate of V (pie). Theorem 1 bounds the error of V̂ (pie)
produced by a model, M̂ , as a function of the accuracy of M̂ . This
bound provides insight into the settings in which MB-BOOTSTRAP
is likely to be unsuccessful. The bound is related to other model
bias bounds in the literature and we discuss these in our survey of
related work. We defer the full derivation to Appendix A. For this
section we introduce the additional assumption that L is finite. All
methods proposed in this paper are applicable to both finite and
infinite horizon problems, however the bias upper bound is currently
limited to the episodic finite horizon setting.
THEOREM 1. For any policies, pie and pib, let ppie and ppib be
the distributions of trajectories induced by each policy. Then for an
approximate model, M̂ , with transition probabilities estimated from
i.i.d. trajectories H ∼ pib, the bias of V̂ (pie) is upper bounded by:
∣∣∣V̂ (pie)− V (pie)∣∣∣ ≤ 2L ·rmax
√
2EH∼pib
[
ρHL log
ppie(H)
pˆpie(H)
]
where ρHL is the importance weight of trajectory H at step L and
pˆpie is the distribution of trajectories induced by pie in M̂ .
The expectation is the importance-sampled Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence. The KL-divergence is an information theoretic measure
that is frequently used as a similarity measure between probabil-
ity distributions. This result tells us that the bias of MB depends
on how different the distribution of trajectories under the model
is from the distribution of trajectories seen when executing pi in
the true MDP. Since most model building techniques (e.g., super-
vised learning algorithms, tabular methods) build the model from
(st, at, st+1) transitions even if the transitions come from sampled
trajectories (i.e., non i.i.d. transitions), we express Theorem 1 in
terms of transitions:
COROLLARY 1. For any policies pie and pib and an approximate
model, M̂ , with transition probabilities, P̂ , estimated with trajec-
tories H ∼ pib, the bias of the approximate model’s estimate of
V (pie), V̂ (pie), is upper bounded by:
|V̂ (pie)− V (pie)| ≤ 2
√
2L · rmax
√√√√0 + L−1∑
t=1
ESt,At∼dtpib
[ρHt (St, At)]
where dtpib is the distribution of states and actions observed at
time t when executing pib in the true MDP, 0 := DKL(d0||dˆ0), and
(s, a) = DKL(P (·|s, a)||P̂ (·|s, a))).
Since P is unknown it is impossible to estimate theDKL terms in
Corollary 1. However,DKL can be approximated with two common
supervised learning loss functions: negative log likelihood and cross-
entropy. We can express Corollary 1 in terms of either negative
log-likelihood (a regression loss function for continuous MDPs)
or cross-entropy (a classification loss function for discrete MDPs)
and minimize the bound with observed (st, at, st+1) transitions. In
the case of discrete state-spaces this approximation upper bounds
DKL. In continuous state-spaces the approximation is correct within
the average differential entropy of P which is a problem-specific
constant. Both Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 can be extended to finite
sample bounds using Hoeffding’s inequality (see Appendix A).
Corollary 1 allows us to compute the upper bound proposed in
Theorem 1. However in practice the dependence on the maximum
reward makes the bound too loose to subtract off from the lower
bound found by MB-BOOTSTRAP. Instead, we observe it char-
acterizes settings where the MB estimator may exhibit high bias.
Specifically, a MB estimate of V (pie) will have low bias when we
build a model which obtains low training error under the negative
log-likelihood or cross-entropy loss functions where the error due to
each (st, at, st+1) is importance-sampled to correct for the differ-
ence in distribution. This result holds regardless of whether or not
the true transition dynamics are representable by the model class.
5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
We now evaluate MB-BOOTSTRAP and WDR-BOOTSTRAP across
two policy evaluation domains.
5.1 Experimental Domains
The first domain is the standard MountainCar task from the RL
literature [16]. In this domain an agent attempts to drive an under-
powered car up a hill. The car cannot drive straight up the hill and a
successful policy must first move in reverse up another hill in order
to gain momentum to reach its goal. States are discretized horizontal
position and velocity and the agent may choose to accelerate left,
right, or neither. At each time-step the reward is −1 except for in
a terminal state when it is 0. We build models as done by Jiang
and Li [10] where a lack of data for a (s, a) pair causes a deter-
ministic transition to s. Also, as in previous work on importance
sampling, we shorten the horizon of the problem by holding action
at constant for 4 updates of the environment state [10, 19]. This
Figure 1: CliffWorld domain in which an agent (A) must move
between or around cliffs to reach a goal (G).
modification changes the problem horizon to L = 100 and is done
to reduce the variance of importance-sampling. Policy pib chooses
actions uniformly at random and pie is a sub-optimal policy that
solves the task in approximately 35 steps. In this domain we build
tabular models which cannot generalize from observed (s, a) pairs.
We compute the model action value function, qˆpie , and state value
function, vˆpie with value-iteration for WDR. We use Monte Carlo
rollouts to estimate V̂ with MB.
Our second domain is a continuous two-dimensional CliffWorld
(depicted in Figure 1) where a point mass agent navigates a series
of cliffs to reach a goal, g. An agent’s state is a four dimensional
vector of horizontal and vertical position and velocity. Actions are
acceleration values in the horizontal and vertical directions. The
reward is negative and proportional to the agent’s distance to the
goal and magnitude of the actions taken, r(St, At) = ||St − g||1 +
||At||1. If the agent falls off a cliff it receives a large negative penalty.
In this domain, we hand code a deterministic policy, pid. Then
the agent samples pie(·|s) by sampling from N (a|pid(s),Σ). The
behavior policy is the same except Σ has greater variance. Domain
dynamics are linear with additive Gaussian noise. We build models
in two ways: linear regression (converges to true model as n→∞)
and regression over nonlinear polynomial basis functions.4 The first
model class choice represents the ideal case and the second is the
case when the true dynamics are outside the learnable model class.
Our results refer to MB-BOOTSTRAPLR and MB-BOOTSTRAPPR as
the MB estimator using linear regression and polynomial regression
respectively. These dynamics mean that the bootstrap models of
MB-BootstrapLR and WDR-BootstrapLR will quickly converge to
a correct model as the amount of data increases since they build
models with linear regression. On the other hand, these dynamics
mean that the models of MB-BootstrapPR and WDR-BootstrapPR
will quickly converge to an incorrect model since they use regression
over nonlinear polynomial basis functions. Similarly, we evaluate
WDR-BOOTSTRAPLR and WDR-BOOTSTRAPPR.
In each domain, we estimate a 95% confidence lower bound
(δ = 0.05) with our proposed methods and the importance sampling
BCa-bootstrap methods from Thomas et. al. [18]. To the best of
our knowledge, these IS methods are the current state-of-the-art
for approximate high confidence off-policy evaluation. We use
B = 2000 bootstrap estimates, V̂i and compute the true value of
V (pie) with 1,000,000 Monte Carlo roll-outs of pie in each domain.
For each domain we computed the lower bound for n trajectories
where n varied logarithmically. For each n we generate a set of n
trajectoriesm times and compute the lower bound with each method
(e.g., MB, WDR, IS) on that set of trajectories. For Mountain Car
m = 400 and for CliffWorld m = 100. The large number of trials
is required for the empirical error rate calculations. When plotting
the average lower bound across methods, we only average valid
lower bounds (i.e., V̂δ(pie) ≤ V (pie)) because invalid lower bounds
4For each state feature, x, we include features 1, x2, x3 but not x.
raise the average which can make a method appear to produce a
tighter average lower bound when it fact it has a higher error rate.
As in prior work [17], we normalize returns for IS and rewards
for PDIS to be between [0, 1]. Normalizing reduces the variance
of the IS estimator. More importantly, it improves safety. Since
the majority of the importance weights are close to zero, when the
minimum return is zero, IS tends to underestimate policy value. Pre-
liminary experiments showed without normalization, bootstrapping
with IS resulted in over confident bounds. Thus, we normalize in all
experiments.
5.2 Empirical Results
Figure 2 displays the average empirical 95% confidence lower
bound found by each method in each domain. The ideal result is a
lower bound, Vδ(pie), that is as large as possible subject to Vδ(pie) <
V (pie). Given that any statistically consistent method will achieve
the ideal result as n→∞, our main point of comparison is which
method gets closest the fastest. As a general trend we note that
our proposed methods—MB-BOOTSTRAP and WDR-BOOTSTRAP—
get closer to this ideal result with less data than all other methods.
Figure 3 displays the empirical error rate for MB-BOOTSTRAP and
WDR-BOOTSTRAP and shows that they approximate the allowable
5% error in each domain.
In MountainCar (Figure 2a), both of our methods (WDR-
BOOTSTRAP and MB-BOOTSTRAP) outperform purely IS methods
in reaching the ideal result. We also note that both methods produce
approximately the same average lower bound. The modelling as-
sumption that lack of data for some (s, a) results in a transition to
s is a form of negative model bias which lowers the performance
of MB-BOOTSTRAP. Therefore, even though MB will eventually
converge to V (pie) it does so no faster than WDR which can produce
good estimates even when the model is inaccurate. This negative
bias also leads to PDWIS producing a tighter bound for small data sets
although it is overtaken by MB-BOOTSTRAP and WDR-BOOTSTRAP
as the amount of data increases.
Figure 3a shows that the MB-BOOTSTRAP and WDR-BOOTSTRAP
error rate is much lower than the required error rate yet Figure 2a
shows the lower bound is no looser. Since MB-BOOTSTRAP and
WDR-BOOTSTRAP are low variance estimators, the average bound
can be tight with a low error rate. It is also notable that since
bootstrapping only approximates the 5% allowable error rate all
methods can do worse than 5% when data is extremely sparse (only
two trajectories).
In CliffWorld (Figure 2b), we first note that MB-BOOTSTRAPPR
quickly converges to a suboptimal lower bound. In practice an
incorrect model may lead to a bound that is too high (positive bias)
or too loose (negative bias). Here, MB-BOOTSTRAPPR exhibits
negative bias and we converge to a bound that is too loose. More
dangerous is positive bias which will make the method unsafe. Our
theoretical results suggest MB bias is high when evaluating pie since
the polynomial basis function models have high training error when
errors are importance-sampled to correct for the off-policy model
estimation. If we compute the bound in Section 4 and subtract the
value off from the bound estimated by MB-BOOTSTRAPPR then the
lower bound estimate will be unaffected by bias. Unfortunately,
our theoretical bound (and other model-bias bounds in earlier work)
depends on the largest possible return, L · rmax and thus removing
bias in this straightforward way reduces data-efficiency gains when
bias may in fact be much lower.
The second notable trend is that WDR is also negatively im-
pacted by the incorrect model. In Figure 2b we see that WDR-
BOOTSTRAPLR (correct model) starts at a tight bound and increases
from there. WDR-BOOTSTRAPPR with an incorrect model performs
(a) Mountain Car
(b) CliffWorld
Figure 2: The average empirical lower bound for the Mountain Car and
CliffWorld domains. Each plot displays the 95% lower bound on V (pie)
computed by each method with varying amounts of trajectories. The ideal
lower bound is just below the line labelled V (pie). Results demonstrate that
the proposed model-based bootstrapping (MB-BOOTSTRAP) and weighted
doubly robust bootstrapping (WDR-BOOTSTRAP) find a tighter lower bound
with less data than previous importance sampling bootstrapping methods. For
clarity, we omit IS, WIS and PDIS in CliffWorld as they were outperformed
by PDWIS. Error bars are for a 95% two-sided confidence interval.
worse than PDWIS until larger n. Using an incorrect model with
WDR decreases the variance of the PDWIS term less than the correct
model would but we still expect less variance and a tighter lower
bound than PDWIS by itself. One possibility is that error in the esti-
mate of the model value functions coupled with the inaccurate model
increases the variance of WDR. This result motivates investigating
the effect of inaccurate model state-value and state-action-value
functions on the WDR control variate as these functions are certain
to have error in any continuous setting.
(a) Mountain Car
(b) CliffWorld
Figure 3: Empirical error rate for the Mountain Car and CliffWorld do-
mains. The lower bound is computed m times for each method (m = 400
for Mountain Car, m = 100 for CliffWorld) and we count how many times
the lower bound is above the true V (pie). All methods correctly approximate
the allowable 5% error rate for a 95% confidence lower bound.
6. RELATED WORK
Concentration inequalities have been used with IS returns for
lower bounds on off-policy estimates [17]. The concentration in-
equality approach is notable in that it produces a true probabilistic
bound on the policy performance. A similar but approximate method
was proposed by Bottou et al [1]. Unfortunately, these approachs
requires prohibitive amounts of data and were shown to be far less
data-efficient than bootstrapping with IS [18, 19]. Jiang and Li
evaluated the DR estimator for safe-policy improvement [10]. They
compute confidence intervals with a method similar to the Student’s
t-Test confidence interval shown to be less data-efficient than boot-
strapping [18].
Chow et al. [4] use ideas from robust optimization to derive a
lower bound on V (pie) by first bounding model bias caused by error
in a discrete model’s transition function. This bound is computable
only if the error in each transition can be bounded and is inappli-
cable for estimating bias in continuous state-spaces. Model-based
PAC-MDP methods can be used to synthesize policies which are
approximately optimal with high probability [8]. These methods are
only applicable to discrete MDPs and require large amounts of data.
Other bounds on the error in estimates of V (pi) with an inaccurate
model have been introduced for discrete MDPs [11, 15]. In contrast,
we present a bound on model bias that is computable in both continu-
ous and discrete MDPs. Ross and Bagnell introduce a bound similar
to Corollary 2 for model-based policy improvement but assume that
the model is estimated from transitions sampled i.i.d. from a given
exploration distribution [14]. Since we bootstrap over trajectories
their bound is inapplicable to our setting. Paduraru introduced tight
model bias bounds for i.i.d. sampled transitions from general MDPs
and i.i.d. trajectories from directed acyclic graph MDPs [12]. We
made no assumptions on the structure of the MDP when deriving
our bound.
Other previous work has used bootstrapping to handle uncertainty
in RL. The TEXPLORE algorithm learns multiple decision tree mod-
els from subsets of experience to represent uncertainty in model
predictions [9]. White and White [21] use time-series bootstrapping
to place confidence intervals on value-function estimation during
policy learning. Thomas and Brunskill introduce an estimate of
the model-based estimator’s bias using a combination of WDR and
bootstrapping [20]. While these methods are related through the
combination of bootstrapping and RL, none address the problem of
confidence intervals for off-policy evaluation.
7. DISCUSSION
We have proposed two bootstrapping methods that incorporate
models to produce tight lower bounds on off-policy estimates. We
now describe their advantages and disadvantages and make recom-
mendations about their use in practice.
Model-based Bootstrapping.
Clearly, MB-BOOTSTRAP is influenced by the quality of the es-
timated transition dynamics. If MB-BOOTSTRAP can build models
with low importance-sampled approximation error then we can
expect it to be more data-efficient than other methods. This data-
efficiency comes at a cost of potential bias. Our theoretical results
show that bias is unavoidable for some model-class choices. How-
ever if the chosen model-class can be learned with low approxi-
mation error on D then model bias will be low. In practice model
prediction error for off-policy evaluation may be evaluated with a
held out subset of D (i.e., model validation error). If the model
fails to generalize to unseen data then another off-policy method is
preferable. Importance-sampling the test error gives a measure of
how well a model estimated with trajectories from pib will generalize
for evaluating pie.
Weighted Doubly-Robust Bootstrap.
Our proposed WDR-BOOTSTRAP method provides a low variance
and low bias method of high confidence off-policy evaluation. These
two properties allow WDR-BOOTSTRAP to outperform different
variants of IS and sometimes perform as well or better than MB-
BOOTSTRAP. In contrast to MB-BOOTSTRAP, WDR-BOOTSTRAP
achieves data-efficient lower bounds while remaining free of model
bias. Since WDR-BOOTSTRAP is free of model bias, it should be the
preferred method if model quality is unknown or the domain is hard
to model.
A disadvantage of WDR-BOOTSTRAP is that it requires the model’s
value functions be known for all states and state-action pairs that
occur along trajectories in D. In continuous state and action spaces
this requires either function approximation or Monte Carlo eval-
uation. The variance of either method can increase the variance
of the WDR estimate. Note that WDR remains bias free provided
vˆpie(s) = EA∼pie(·|s) [qˆpie(s,A)] which ensures the control variate
term has expected value zero even if qˆpie is a biased estimate of the
policy’s action value function under the model.
A second limitation of WDR is that it biases V̂ (pie) towards V (pib)
when the trajectory dataset is small. This bias is problematic for
confidence bounds when V (pib) > V (pie) as the lower bound on
V (pie) will exhibit positive bias. While the bias is a problem for
general high confidence off-policy evaluation it is harmless in the
specific case of high confidence off-policy improvement. In this
setting the purpose of the test is to decide if we are confident that
the evaluation policy is better than the behavior policy. If in fact
V (pib) > V (pie) the lower bound will still be less than V (pib) and
an unsafe policy improvement step is avoided. Similarly, if we
know V (pib) > V (pie) than WDR-BOOTSTRAP will likely have less
variance than IS-based methods and less bias than MB-BOOTSTRAP.
Importance Sampling Methods.
For general high confidence off-policy evaluation tasks in which
model estimation error is high, IS- or PDIS-based bootstrapping
provides the safest approximate high confidence off-policy evalua-
tion method. We have noted that normalizing returns and rewards
is an important factor in using these methods safely. Since most
importance weights are close to zero the IS estimate will be pulled
towards zero which corresponds to underestimating value. When
safety is critical, underestimating is preferable to overestimating for
a lower bound. Our experiments used normalization as we found
unnormalized returns have too high of variance to be used safely
with bootstrapping.
Finally, in settings where safety must be strictly guaranteed, con-
centration inequalities with IS have been shown to outperform other
exact methods [17]. If the data is available, then exact methods are
preferred for their theoretical guarantees.
Special Cases.
Two special cases that occur in real world high confidence off-
policy evaluation are deterministic policies and unknown pib. When
pie is deterministic, one should use MB-BOOTSTRAP since the im-
portance weights equal zero at any time step that pib chose action at
such that pie(At = at|St) = 0. Deterministic pib are problematic
for any method since they produce trajectories which lack a variety
of action selection data. We also note that importance-sampled train-
ing error for assessing model quality is inapplicable to this setting.
Unknown pib occur when we have domain trajectories but no knowl-
edge of the policy that produced the trajectories. For example, a
medical domain could have data on treatments and outcomes but the
doctor’s treatment selection policy be unknown. In this setting, im-
portance sampling methods cannot be applied and MB-BOOTSTRAP
may be the only way to provide a confidence interval on a new
policy. A current gap in the literature exists for these special cases
with unbiased bounds in continuous settings.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced two straightforward yet novel methods—MB-
BOOTSTRAP and WDR-BOOTSTRAP—that approximate confidence
intervals for off-policy evaluation with bootstrapping and learned
models. Empirically, our methods yield superior data-efficiency and
tighter lower bounds on the performance of the evaluation policy
than state-of-the-art importance sampling based methods. We also
derived a new bound on the expected bias of MB when learning
models that minimize error over a dataset of trajectories sampled
i.i.d. from an arbitrary policy. Together, the empirical and theoretical
results enhance our understanding of bootstrapping for off-policy
confidence intervals and allow us to make recommendations on the
settings where different methods are appropriate.
Our ongoing research agenda includes applying these techniques
within robotics. In robotics, off-policy challenges may arise from
data scarcity, deterministic policies, or unknown behavior policies
(e.g., demonstration data). While these challenges suggest MB-
BOOTSTRAP is appropriate, robots may exhibit complex, non-linear
dynamics that are hard to model. Understanding and finding solu-
tions for high confidence off-policy evaluation across robotic tasks
may inspire innovation that can be applied to other domains as well.
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Appendices
A.
This appendix proves all theoretical results contained in the main
text. For convenience, proofs are given for discrete state and action
sets. Results hold for continuous states and actions by replacing
summations over states and actions with integrals and changing
probability mass functions to probability density functions.
A.1 Model Bias when Evaluation and Behav-
ior Policy are the Same
LEMMA 1. For any policy pi, let ppi be the distribution of tra-
jectories generated by pi and pˆpi be the distribution of trajectories
generated by pi in an approximate model, M̂ . The bias of an esti-
mate, V̂ (pi), under M̂ is upper bounded by:∣∣∣V (pi)− V̂ (pi)∣∣∣ ≤ 2√2L · rmax√DKL(ppi||pˆpi)
where DKL(ppi||pˆpi) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence be-
tween probability distributions ppi and pˆpi .
PROOF.∣∣∣V (pi)− V̂ (pi)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∣∑
h
ppi(h)g(h)−
∑
h
pˆpi(h)g(h)
∣∣∣∣∣
From Jensen’s inequality and the fact that g(h) ≥ 0:∣∣∣V (pi)− V̂ (pi)∣∣∣ ≤∑
h
|ppi(h)− pˆpi(h)| g(h)
After replacing g(h) with the maximum possible return, gmax :=
L · rmax, and factoring it out of the summation, we can use the
definition of the total variation (DTV (p||q) = 12
∑
x
|p(x)− q(x)|)
to obtain: ∣∣∣V (pi)− V̂ (pi)∣∣∣ ≤ 2DTV (ppi||pˆpi) · gmax
The definition of gmax and Pinsker’s inequality (DTV (p||q) ≤√
2DKL(p||q)) completes the proof.
A.2 Bounds in terms of behavior policy data
THEOREM 1. For any policies pie and pib let ppie and ppib be the
distributions of trajectories induced by each policy. Then for an
approximate model, M̂ , estimated with i.i.d. trajectories, H ∼ pib,
the bias of the estimate of V (pie) with M̂ , V̂ (pie), is upper bounded
by:
∣∣∣V̂ (pie)− V (pie)∣∣∣ ≤ 2√2L · rmax
√
EH∼pib
[
ρHL log
ppie(H)
pˆpie(H)
]
where ρHL is the importance weight of trajectory H at step L and
pˆpie is the distribution of trajectories induced by pie in M̂ .
PROOF. Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 1 with the importance-
sampling identity (i.e., importance-sampling the expectation in
Lemma 1 so that it is an expectation with H ∼ pib). The transition
probabilities cancel in the importance weight, ppie (H)
ppib (H)
, leaving us
with ρHL and completing the proof.
A.3 Bounding Theorem 1 in terms of a Super-
vised Loss Function
We now express Theorem 1 in terms of an expectation over tran-
sitions that occur along sampled trajectories.
COROLLARY 1. For any policies pie and pib and an approximate
model, M̂ , with transition probabilities, P̂ , estimated with trajec-
tories H ∼ pib, the bias of the approximate model’s estimate of
V (pie), V̂ (pie), is upper bounded by:
|V̂ (pie)− V (pie)| ≤ 2
√
2L · rmax
√√√√0 + L−1∑
t=1
ESt,At∼dtpib
[ρHt (St, At)]
where dtpib is the distribution of states and actions observed at time
t when executing pib in the true MDP, 0 := DKL(d0||dˆ0), and
(s, a) = DKL(P (·|s, a)||P̂ (·|s, a))).
Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1 by equating the expectation
to an expectation in terms of (St, At, St+1) samples:
PROOF.
EH∼pib
[
ρHL log
ppie(H)
pˆpie(H)
]
=
∑
h
ppi(h) log
ppi(h)
pˆpˆi(h)
=
∑
s0
∑
a0
···
∑
sL−1
∑
aL−1
d0(s0)pib(a0|s0)···P (sL−1|sL−2, aL−2)·
pib(aL−1|sL−1)ρHL log p(s0) · · · P (sL−1|sL−2, aL−2)
pˆ(s0) · · · P̂ (sL−1|sL−2, aL−2)
Using the logarithm property that log(ab) = log(a)+log(b) and
rearranging the summation allows us to marginalize the probabilities
that do not appear in the logarithm.
=
∑
s0
d0(s0) log
d0(s0)
dˆ0(s0)
+
L−1∑
t=1
∑
s0
d0(s0) · ·
∑
st
ρHL P (st|st−1, at−1) log P (st|st−1, at−1)
P̂ (st|st−1, at−1)
Define the probability of observing s and a at time
t + 1 when following pib recursively as dt+1pib (s, a) :=∑
st,at
dtpib(st, at)P (s|st, at)pib(a|s) where d1pib(s, a) :=
d0(s)pib(a|s). Using this definition to simplify:
= DKL(d0||dˆ0) +
L−1∑
t=1
ES,A∼dtpib
[
ρHLDKL(P (·|S,A)||P̂ (·|S,A))
]
We relateDKL to two common supervised learning loss functions
so that we can minimize Corollary 1 with (St, At, St+1) samples.
DKL(P ||P̂ ) = H[P, P̂ ] − H[P ] where H[P ] and H[P, P̂ ] are
entropy and cross-entropy respectively. For discrete distributions,
H[P, P̂ ]−H[P ] ≤ H[P, P̂ ] since entropy is always positive. This
fact allows us to upper boundDKL with the cross-entropy loss func-
tion. The cross-entropy loss function is equivalent to the expected
negative log likelihood loss function: H(P (·|s, a), P̂ (·|s, a))) =
ES′∼P (·|s,a)[− log P̂ (S′|s, a)] = ES′∼P (·|s,a)[nlh(P̂ , s, a, S′)]
where nlh(P, s, a, s′) := − log(P (s′|s, a)). Thus our bound ap-
plies to maximum likelihood model learning. For continuous do-
mains where the transition function is a probability density function,
entropy can be negative so the negative log-likelihood or cross-
entropy loss functions will not always bound model bias. In this
case, our bound approximates the true bias bound to within a con-
stant.
A.4 Finite Sample Bounds
Theorem 1 can be expressed as a finite-sample bound by applying
Hoeffding’s inequality to bound the expectation in the bound.
COROLLARY 2. For any policies pie and pib and an approxi-
mate model, M̂ , with transition probabilities, P̂ , estimated with
transitions, (s, a), from trajectories H ∼ pib, and after observing
m trajectories then with probability α, the bias of the approximate
model’s estimate of V (pie), V̂ (pie), is upper bounded by:∣∣∣V̂ (pie)− V (pie)∣∣∣ ≤ 2L · rmax·√√√√√2ρ¯L
√
ln( 1
α
)
2m
− 1
m
∑
h∈D
ρhL
(
log dˆ0(s1) +
L−1∑
t=1
log P̂ (st+1|st, at)
)
where ρ¯L is an upper bound on the importance ratio, i.e., for all ρhL,
ρhL < ρ¯L.
PROOF. Corollary 2 follows from applying Hoeffding’s Inequal-
ity to Theorem 1 and then expanding DKL(p||pˆ) to be in terms of
samples as done in the derivation of Corollary 1. We then drop
logarithm terms which contain the unknown d0 and P functions.
Dropping these terms is equivalent to expressing Corollary 2 in terms
of the cross-entropy or negative log-likelihood loss functions.
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